Recently, improving the relevance and diversity of dialogue system has attracted wide attention. For a post x, the corresponding response y is usually diverse in the real-world corpus, while the conventional encoder-decoder model tends to output the high-frequency (safe but trivial) responses and thus is difficult to handle the large number of responding styles. To address these issues, we propose the Atom Responding Machine (ARM), which is based on a proposed encoder-composer-decoder network trained by a teacher-student framework. To enrich the generated responses, ARM introduces a large number of molecule-mechanisms as various responding styles, which are conducted by taking different combinations from a few atommechanisms. In other words, even a little of atom-mechanisms can make a mickle of moleculemechanisms. The experiments demonstrate diversity and quality of the responses generated by ARM. We also present generating process to show underlying interpretability for the result.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the development of conversational models upon task-oriented system and free-chat system. Different from the traditional statistic models, the recent neural models directly learn the transduction from input post to output response in an end-to-end fashion, and outperforms the conventional models [Shang et al., 2015] .
Generally, the end-to-end model consists of two components: encoder and decoder. Inspired by the neural translation model [Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014] , the encoder summarizes the user input x (post) into a context vector c, and the decoder aims to decode c as the robot output y (response). To train this network, researchers usually directly maximizing the likelihood p(y|x) of post-response pairs. So far, the encoder-decoder framework has been the state-of-theart method for the dialog system. However, the relevance and diversity of the generated responses are still far from perfect. Since some conventional models [Shang et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014] are trained via directly maximizing the probability p(y|x), the generated responses are usually safe but trivial (e.g. "It's OK", "Fine"). This may be due to the high frequency of these response types in the real-world corpus. However, the post-response style varies a lot from person to person which is quite natural in our daily life. Hence, generating the high-frequency response may damage the user experience of dialog system. Meanwhile, good but rare responses often obtain low probability of p(y|x), it may be difficult for the conventional conversational model to recall this type of response and thus reduce the response relevance. Another underlying weakness of conventional encoder-decoder framework may be the lack of interpretability. Though many models can generate good responses, the responding process is still a black box which makes it difficult to explicitly control response content and style. This weakens the controllability of conventional models in real-world applications.
Recently, some models have been proposed to improve the relevance and especially the diversity of responses. For example, Li et al. [2016a] propose the Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) as objective to improve response diversity. Specially, some researchers develop the mechanism-aware methods [Zhou et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018] , which is based on the decomposition p(y|x) = N i=1 p(y|x, m i )p(m i |x). In detail, mechanism-aware model assumes multiple corresponding mechanisms exist between post-response pairs (detailed in Section 2). By using mechanism embedding m i , the mechanism-aware methods learn the 1-to-n post-response relation (or discourse) in dialog corpus. Specially, with various mechanisms, the model may generate responses with different content and language styles for an input post, which improves the response diversity. Furthermore, by explicitly selecting mechanisms, the mechanism-aware methods shows underlying ability of controlling the language styles of generated responses [Zhou et al., 2018] . However, since realworld large corpus contains a huge amount of underlying pair-response relations, the conventional mechanism-aware models may fail to model all the relations as the same number of latent vectors (mechanism embedding), and may only cover a small part of them.
In our initial experiments, a certain post may correspond to various responses. Whereas, these responses may not be entirely different from each other. Some responses share similar linguistic structures. For example, for the post "I have a exam tomorrow, and I am very nervous", the response could be "Relax, it would be fine" or "Don't worry, it would be fine", where the two responses are actually quite similar. Inspired by the observations, we assume that a post-response relation could be decomposed into a combination of subrelations. The sub-relation is called as atom-mechanism. In this divide-and-conquer approach, a small number of atommechanisms can generate a huge number of combinations (N atom-mechanisms to (2 N − 1) combination). This is what we say "Even a little makes a mickle". For simplicity, the combination of atom-mechanisms is named as moleculemechanism. As aforementioned, each molecule-mechanism corresponds to an implicit post-response relation. If two molecule-mechanisms consist of similar atom-mechanisms, they are likely to generate similar responses for a given post. We believe this divide-and-conquer approach may obtain a fine-grained control of responding, and strengthen the ability of modeling long-tail language styles in order to improve the response diversity and relevance.
Hence, we propose an Atom Responding Machine (ARM). In ARM, a post is responded by multiple moleculemechanisms which consist of atom-mechanisms selected from global atom-mechanism set {m i } N i=0 . Here, the atommechanisms are modeled as latent embedding vectors, and a molecule-mechanism is modeled as a sequence of atommechanisms. To generate the molecule-mechanism, the RE-INFORCE algorithm [Williams, 1992] is applied to train a proposed "composer" component which is a RNN decoder. For a post, based on the context vector c, composer sequentially selects suitable atom-mechanisms as moleculemechanisms for responding. A molecule-mechanism corresponds to a composite function which transforms context vector c into mechanism-aware context vector c. At last, a decoder component receive c and generate responses.
To this end, our contributions are summarized into three folds: 1) We propose an encoder-composer-decoder framework where suitable atom-mechanisms are selected to form molecule-mechanisms for response generation; 2) We propose a teacher-student framework to train the encodercomposer-decoder framework without supervised mechanism labels; 3) We empirically demonstrate that ARM generates more diverse and acceptable responses than previous methods, which might benefit from the fine-grained generation of molecule-mechanisms. We also present generating process to show underlying interpretability for the result.
2 Preliminaries: Mechanism-aware Method
Encoder-Decoder Framework
Given an input post x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x T ) and an output response y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y T ), where x t and y t are the t-th word in post and response respectively. The encoder-decoder framework [Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014] learns p(y|x) upon the training corpus D = {(x, y)} containing post-response pairs.
In detail, the conventional encoder-decoder model consists of two RNN components in succession: encoder and decoder. Encoder firstly summarizes the input sequence into a fixed-length context vector c, and then decoder decodes c as the output sequence. Both of encoder and decoder are RNNs. They receive the previous hidden state h t−1 and current word embedding x t , and calculate
where f is the activation function, e.g. LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] , GRU [Cho et al., 2014] etc. Due to space limitation, we omit the details of RNN computation. Mechanism-aware Method Some researchers develop the mechanism-aware methods [Zhou et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018] . To learn the 1-to-n post-response latent relation in dialog corpus, they utilize the following decomposition:
using responding mechanism m i generated from extra components. Here, mechanism-aware method assumes N latent mechanisms {m}
exists for a post-response pair. In detail, as conventional encoder-decoder model, encoder of mechanism-aware method firstly summarizes the post as a context vector c. Then, a diverter, which is a softmax classifier, receives c as input, and output the distribution p(m i |x) = softmax(m i ·c+b i ) where m i is mechanism embedding. For MARM [Zhou et al., 2017] , all mechanisms are used for generating response. For ERM [Zhou et al., 2018] , only a selected set of mechanisms are used. Note that for both of MARM and ERM, the number of generated responses is linear to the number of selected mechanisms. While decoding with a selected m i , the decoder receives a mechanismaware context vector c i = [m i ; c] (concatenation), and then decodes c i as the conventional decoder network, which recurrently updates the hidden state s t = f (s t−1 , y t−1 , c i ) and uses s t to estimate the word probability p(y t |y <t , x).
Atom Responding Machine
Different from conventional mechanism-aware method, ARM firstly selects groups of atom-mechanisms, then combines each group as a molecule-mechanism. At last, it uses each molecule-mechanism to generate a response. Here, all the atom-mechanisms of the given corpus are assumed to be contained in the set {m i } N i=0 , where m 0 is an additional termination mechanism (detailed later). Consistently with realword application, the corpus for training is D = {(x, Y x )}, where Y x is the set containing all the responses of x.
Briefly, ARM contains three components: encoder, composer and decoder. The encoder summarizes the input post x as the context embedding c, and then feeds c to the composer. The composer is developed to select and combine atom-mechanisms as molecule-mechanism using the fed context vector c. Note that in ARM, each atom-mechanism m i corresponds to a transformation function g i . A moleculemechanism M contains multiple atom-mechanisms and corresponds to a function
where "
•" indicates function composition. Here, M denotes a molecule-mechanism. Then mechanism-aware context vector over M is defined asc M = G M (c). At last, the decoder decodes c M and output the final response. Note that for real-world applications, it is unpractical to label all relations or discourses of post-response pairs as the supervised data for training. Hence, ARM has to infer the mechanism from post-response pair (x, y). Here, we face two challenges: 1) On one hand, the molecule-mechanism is determined by both post x and response y. Hence, the composer is supposed to take both x and y as inputs. 2) On the other hand, the response y is only available in training. Thus, the composer has to generate all the corresponding moleculemechanisms only according to x in testing.
To address the two challenges above, we divide ARM into two sub-networks: Teacher Network and Student Network. The two sub-networks obtain individual encoders, composers and decoders. ARM's framework is shown in Fig.2 . Note that the encoders and decoders work as conventional RNN models, due to the space limitation, we omit their details. Next, we will introduce the Teacher Network and Student Network.
Teacher Network: Teacher Network is used only in training. It contains two independent Teacher encoders which summarize x and y as vectors c t x and c t y respectively. Then, c t x and c t y are fed to Teacher composer to generate a molecule-mechanism M t = M(x, y), which will be fed to Student Network as pseudo training data. Since the input of Teacher network contains response y which is unavailable in testing, we call it as Teacher Network.
Student Network: Student Network is used in both training and testing. In detail, Student encoder firstly summarize the post x as vector c s . 
Teacher Network
It is intuitive that once (x, y) is given, their discourse or relation is then determined, and the molecule-mechanism is thus unique. Hence, Teacher Network utilize both of x and y to generate molecule-mechanism M t . Since y is only available at training period, thus the Teacher Network is only used in training and developed to guide Student Network learn how to generate suitable molecule-mechanisms. We then employ two independent Teacher encoders (RNN) and obtain context vectors c t x and c t y for post and response respectively (Fig.2) State: Here, we use S (k) to denote the state at k-th time step. It stores partially generated molecule-mechanism sequence. At the beginning, S (0) is initialized as am empty sequence. At k-th step, the model will sample and append an atom-mechanism m (k) to current state (controlled by policy). Specifically, the state embedding is updated as:
where
, and f is a activation function (GRU [Cho et al., 2014] is utilized in this work). According to the nature of RNN, h (k) contains the information of partial molecule-mechanism to the k-th step.
Action:
. Specifically, a 0 indicates that the termination atom-mechanism m 0 is selected, which will terminate generating molecule-mechanism and output current state as generated molecule-mechanism M = S (k) . Otherwise, if a i (i = 0) is triggered, m i is appended to the under-generating molecule-mechanism.
Policy: Given the current state S (k) , the composer determines which action will be selected, and it is under the control of policy π(·|x, y, S (<k) ) = p(m|h (k) ). We calculate the policy as follows:
where W π ∈ R (N +1)×|h| is a trainable parameter. After the policy π(·|h (k) ) is determined, we select action via sampling. Reward: As aforementioned, Teacher Network is developed to generate pseudo training data for Student Network. Hence, we use p(y|x, M t ) calculated by Student Network 1 to define the reward. In detail, for a set of molecule-mechanisms 1 Detailed at later section "Calculating p(y|x, M)". {M t i } generated by Teacher composer over (x, y), the reward of the i-th molecule-mechanisms M t i is formulated as:
where |y| denotes the length of response y.
Student Network
Student Network learns to generate response only according to x. Since it is unpractical to label relation or discourse for all post-response pair in real-world corpus, M t is fed to Student Network as pseudo supervised data for mechanism in training. We then introduce how the Student composer and decoder estimate p(M|x) and p(y|x, M) respectively.
Calculating p(M|x): For a given x, we denote
as x's molecule-mechanism set, and define every response of x corresponds to a unique molecule-mechanism. Hence, the number of x's responses 2 equals to the number of x's molecule-mechanisms.
Student encoder firstly summarizes input x as a context embedding c s using an independent encoder. Similar to Teacher composer, Student composer also works as a decoder, and receives context embedding c s to generate molecule-mechanism M. In training, since moleculemechanism is a sequence, Student composer calculates the likelihood p(M|x). Since conventional models train and generate via maximizing p(y|x), they tend to generate highfrequency responses (may be safe but vanilla). To address this issue, for a given x, all the molecule-mechanism probability {M i } |Yx| i=1 is trained to be equal. Namely, the groundtruth probability q(M|x) = 1 |Yx| . To achieve this, using the molecule-mechanism M t obtained from Teacher composer as pseudo supervised data, the KL-divergence D KL p θs (M t |x) q(M|x) is minimized as a part of objective in training, where θ s is parameter of Student Network. In testing, Student Network generate molecule-mechanisms via maximizing p(M|x).
Calculating p(y|x, M): To calculate p(y|x, M), we use a context vector c s and a molecule-mechanism M to obtain a mechanism-aware context vectorc. In training, M is M t fed from Teacher Network. In testing, Student composer generates M by beam search. Student decoder then utilizesc to calculate the p(y|x).
Next, we will detail how to obtainc. Each atommechanism m i corresponds to a transformation function g i . For a molecule-mechanism M = (m i1 , m i2 , · · · , m i |M| ), it hence corresponds to a function G M defined as follows:
where "•" indicates function composition, and
, where atommechanism embedding m i is to be trained, f is an userdefined function. ReLU is adopted as f in this work [Nair and Hinton, 2010] . To this end, mechanism-aware context vectorc = G M (c s ). Then,c is fed to Student decoder for calculating p(y|x, M).
2 The duplicate responses of a post are removed.
Training Details
Updating Teacher Network: Teacher Network is trained by REINFORCE algorithm. The basic idea is to maximize expected reward. In detail, for each (x, y), Teacher Network first samples some molecule-mechanism M t . These M t are then fed to Student Network for calculating the likelihood p(y|x, M t ) as Equ. (4). Here, the sampled moleculemechanisms are unique, as the responses to a post are different.
The parameters of Teacher Network are updated by maximizing expected reward, the gradient is calculated as:
where the reward r is considered as a constant while maximizing the expected reward, namely, the error backpropagation does not go through r. θ is model parameters. Updating Student Network: After Teacher Network generates molecule-mechanisms M t , we randomly select one of them according to p(M t |x, y) for training Student Network, where p(M t |x, y) indicates the probability of M t generated by Teacher composer. Then, we maximize the objective function by only adjusting parameters of Student Network:
where B indicates the current batch. Teacher Network and Student Network are updated alternately, namely, one network is fixed while updating the another.
Generating Responses
In this subsection, we will discuss how to generate response y for a given post x. When generating responses in testing, only Student Network is utilized. The generating process obtains two steps: generating molecule-mechanism and generating response . 1) Generating Molecule-mechanism: Firstly, Student encoder calculates context vector c. Then, based on c, Student composer uses beam search to generate L (L is set manually) molecule-mechanisms via maximizing p(M|x). They are denoted as {M i } L i=1 in descending order of p(M|x). After that, these L molecule-mechanisms are used to generate responses.
2) Generating Response: Next, for each of the generated molecule-mechanism
, the Student Network calculates mechanism-aware context vectorc i = G Mi (c). Student decoder then receivesc i and generates a response via maximizing p(y|x, M) using beam search. Finally, model outputs L different responses.
Experiment Process

Dataset Details
All the models are trained on the dataset in [Zhou et al., 2018] for experiments, which is collected from Tencent Weibo 3 . There are totally 815, 852 post-response pairs, among which 775, 852 are for training and 40, 000 for validating. 300 posts are randomly sampled for testing which are not in the train and validation set. 
Baseline Methods
We use eleven conversation models for comparing: 1. A group of single-layer encoder-decoder models. SEQ2SEQ [Sutskever et al., 2014] and ENCDEC [Cho et al., 2014] : Two conventional models without auxiliary components. ATT [Bahdanau et al., 2015] : A model with attention mechanism. NRM [Shang et al., 2015] : A model with global and local scheme. Theses models generate five responses for each post.
MMI-bidi and MMI-antiLM [Li et al., 2016a]:
A singlelayer encoder-decoder model with MMI penalty. We set λ = 0.5 and γ = 1. They generate five responses for each post.
3. CVaR: A single-layer encoder-decoder model. At each epoch, only responses with α = 80% smallest p(y|x) are used for training [Zhang et al., 2018] . It generates five responses for each post.
4. CVAE: Zhao et al. [2017] proposed CVAE using conditional variational autoencoders. It generates 5 responses upon 5 respectively sampled z using beam search.
5. MARM-4 and MARM-25 [Zhou et al., 2017] : A singlelayer encoder-diver-decoder model. Here, MARM-4 use the default setting, where MARM-4 use four mechanisms for training and generate 5 responses using best two mechanisms for testing. MARM-25 uses 25 mechanisms for training, and generate 25 responses for testing (every mechanism will generate one response).
6. ERM-25 [Zhou et al., 2018] : A single-layer elastic responding machine with 25 mechanisms (every mechanism will generate one response).
7. ARM: The proposed model. It totally contains 24 atommechanism and a terminating mechanism (N = 24). For each testing post, Student Network generates ten moleculemechanisms with highest p(M|x). Then, every moleculemechanisms generates one response.
Implement Details
Vocabulary including 28,000 Chinese words are utilized in the experiments, which is segmented by the LTP tool 4 . All the out-of-Vocabulary words are replaced with "UNK".
4 https://www.ltp-cloud.com/ For all the experimental models, the dimension of the word embedding is 128, the dimension of hidden state is 1024, and GRU [Cho et al., 2014] activation function is utilized. The parameters are sampled from a uniform distribution [−0.01, 0.01]. For training, ADADELTA [Zeiler, 2012] is used for optimization. The training will be terminated if the error over the validation set increase for 7 consecutive epochs, and the model with the largest likelihood on validation set will be used for final comparison. When generating responses, we apply beam search with beam size 200.
Evaluation Measure
We firstly utilize the three-level human judgment [Zhou et al., 2018] to evaluate the responses. Three labelers are invited to annotate the responses. Bad: The response is ungrammatical and irrelevant; Normal: The response is basically grammatical and relevant to the input post but vanilla and dull, e.g. "Fine" "OK" "I don't know"; Good: The response is not only grammatical and relevant, but also meaningful and informative. Meanwhile, Normal and Good responses are also labeled as Acceptable responses. Since three labelers are invited to label, the labeling agreement is evaluated by Fleiss' kappa [Fleiss, 1971] which is a measure of inter-rater consistency. Here, kappa value κ = 0.49 (moderate agreement) [Landis and Koch, 1977] . Additionally, the diversity score is also reported. For each post x, the labelers annotate the number of different meanings among acceptable responses, namely n. Let K denote the number of responses. The diversity score for a post is n K . Then, a model's diversity score is the average diversity score over the 300 posts. Additionally, "Top-5 Diversity" only statistics the top-5 responses, while "Total Diversity" statistics all responses. To this end, BLEU is also reported [Papineni et al., 2002 ] to measure quality. However, BLEU is reported that may not be suitable for evaluation . Hence, human judgment is considered as the main measure.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Experimental Results
The results are summarized in the For the acceptable ratio and diversity, the best baseline method achieves 70.15% acceptable ratio, while ARM achieves 72.14% with increase percentage of 2.84%. We further observe that, the improvement is mainly due to the ratio of Good responses of ARM is higher than the other baseline methods (38.37% v.s. 25.39%) . This shows that ARM polishes some normal responses (high-frequency, trivial and boring) into more relevant responses which are high-quality.
Additionally, we observe ARM can generate some lowfrequency and high-quality responses. This may be due to that ARM generates a response with the assistance of molecule-mechanism, and molecule-mechanism consists of atom mechanisms. Note that ARM can fine-tune the molecule-mechanism by adding or removing some of its atom mechanisms, which makes the corresponding response finetuned as well. We believe the flexible generation of moleculemechanisms enables ARM to obtain fine-grained control of responding. Hence, ARM may generate more low-frequency and high-quality responses.
We also observe the CVaR achieves 58.20% diversity, while ARM achieves 72.13% with increase percentage of 23.93%. We observe CVaR obtain unsatisfactory acceptable ratio. In each epoch, since CVaR only uses responses with 80% smallest likelihood for training, the response sets for training are different between epochs. Hence, responses may not be well fitted by CVaR and then ungrammatical. For ARM, since ARM applies atom-level control for responding, we believe this improves diversity score of the model. Meanwhile, since the generating process of CVAE depends on randomly sampling latent varible z, it achieves satisfactory Top-5 diversity (66.07%). However, the sampling may be unstable and let CVAE generate more ungrammatical responses which attack the acceptable ratio. To this end, ARM improves both the acceptable ratio and diversity in experiments.
Case Study
The table 2 shows some typical responses generated by ARM and other models. Each response is generated by a individual molecule-mechanism. Firstly, Table 2 shows that ARM generates a more diverse set of responses compared to other models. For example, for the post "What dishes can be cooked", ARM gives some typical responses, such as "Have some light food.", "Delicious food." and "What suits me and what I like.". However, other models tend to repeat "what to cook", Take your time.
Post: 今天有点事 I have things to do today.
17
17→14 17→14→3
18
18→4
18→4→19
which leads to poor diversity. Next, we further explore the relation between atommechanism and output response. As aforementioned, a molecule-mechanism is a sequence of atom-mechanisms, and we therefore can utilize each prefix of a moleculemechanism to generate responses respectively. Table 3 and 4 show response examples generated by prefixes of moleculemechanisms. For example, "24 → 10" denotes a moleculemechanism consisting of the 24th and 10th atom-mechanism sequentially. It shows that response is polished as atommechanism is appended to molecule-mechanism. For example, to the post "Nobody likes me yet", the generated response changes from "How it is possible?" to "Chase someone you like". To explain how the atom-mechanism influences the generated response, we statistic the keywords (most frequent words) of each atom-mechanism. We discover that if a atom-mechanism m is appended, the model tends to mix m's keywords into response. For example, since the top keywords of third atom-mechanism contains many exclamations like "Just", "Oh" and "Eh", molecule-mechanism
Keyword of atom-mechanism
Here, to explore how the atom-mechanism influences the generated response, we analyze the keywords of each atommechanism. In detail, for the 300 testing posts, we generate 25 molecule-mechanisms using beam search, and each molecule-mechanism generates 3 responses. To remove the noise words, after some stop words are removed, only the words w whose p(w|m i ) > 0.5 are considered, where p(w|m i ) denotes the probability that the word w is generated if atom-mechanism m i is in the molecule-mechanism. Table 5 show the keywords of each atom-mechanism. Firstly, we can observe that the keywords of atommechanisms are visibly different. Hence, for moleculemechanism consisting of different atom-mechanisms, the generated responses tend to be different.
We also observe that the keyword genre of an atommechanism may influence the genre of generated response. For example, for the atom-mechanism No.5, No.17 and No.24 whose keyword lists contain many interrogative words, we observe that if a molecule-mechanism prefers such type of atom-mechanism, the generated response also tends to be interrogative. Hence, we conjecture that the response language style may be explicitly controlled by selecting suitable atommechanisms according to their keywords, and we will explore it in the future.
Hence, we believe ARM may be more interpretable. It may be a promising way to control the language style and genre via selecting atom-mechanism in specific language style or sentiment. We will explore training the atom-mechanism using auxiliary sentiment information and explicitly control the response sentiment in the future work.
easy-to-answer responses. Note that its reinforcement module is not designed for controlling the responding mechanisms. Zhou et al. [2017] applied a quantitative study on the diversity problem. They then proposed MARM to generate diverse responses with different mechanisms. However, its mechanism number for responding needs to be handcrafted and might not be satisfactory for every post. Later, Zhou et al. [2018] applied reinforcement framework ERM, which generate different mechanisms for a given post. However, the mechanism number may be too large for large-scale data where the model may fail. Zhao et al. [2017] proposed CVAE and kgCVAE using conditional variational autoencoders. Zhang et al. [2018] proposed a CVaR-based method which focusing on improving responses with low likelihood. However, these methods may be difficult to explicitly control responding mechanism, or may need extra feature engineering of discourse and dialog act during training (e.g. kgCVAE) which limits its applications in real-world corpus.
Conclusion
In this study, we proposed an Atom Responding Machine (ARM), which utilizes the molecule-mechanisms to model latent pair-response relation as generating mechanism. Molecule-mechanism consists of atom mechanisms, which enables the model to control the responding mechanism at microscale. Meanwhile, ARM can construct various molecule mechanisms with a small number of atom-mechanism. The experiments demonstrate ARM could generate more acceptable and diverse response compared to some strong baselines.
ARM is a promising solution to control the language style at microscale via controlling atom-mechanism selecting. Different from conventional RNN models, we believe ARM is a half white-box system. Here, we sequentially compose the molecule mechanism. In the future, composing the molecule mechanism using more complex structure (e.g. tree, graph) may further improve the model performance. Meanwhile, we conjecture that the response language style may be explicitly controlled by selecting suitable atom-mechanisms based on keywords, and we will explore it in the future.
